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*i>*i      Constant* In Eq. 79.  See Ray, following thi» Nooenclature 
for defining expressions 

h£,hi      Stolchloaetrlc coefficients for bulk and surface reaction* 
Defined in Section 3.2.2 

c,cMV Specific heat and average specific beat per unit aeea 

C Holer concentration 

D,V Coefficient* of nass diffusion 

•T Total derivative operator 

t£      Activation energy.  Explanation of numerical subscripts given 
in Section 3.2.2 

T7,rn     Inaction orders of fuel In gas phase reactions 

AT  Total specific enthalpy per unit mass. Including chenical and 
theraal 

A Thernal specific enthalpy per unit nass 

ft*" Reference enthalpy 

Im Onattenuated initiating flux density 

j Diffusion nass flux density 

k{      Mass source.  Explanation of numerical subscripts given la 
Section 3.2.2 

tit     Lewis water - oCV/X 

•j  Surface naas flux density. Explanation of numerical subscripts 
given In Section 3.2.2 

07,08     Reaction orders of cxldlser in gas phase reactions 

p     Pressure 
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equivalent subscript.) on su 

Total theraal flux density relative to mass average phase velocity 

Radiant heat flux density 

Surface rate of heat evolution 

Universal gas constant 

Chealcal reaction rate (see Sections 3.2.2.1 »nd 3.2.2.2) 

Surface sources. See Key for defining expressions 

Reaction orders of oxldixer in surfsce reactions 

Temperature 

Tin* 

Total specific Internal energy per unit mass 

Velocity relative to stationary coordinate system: 

Volumetric sources. See Key for defining expressions 

Mass sversge velocity 

Diffuslonal velocity of species i 

Hole fraction of species i 

Space coordinate 

Mass fraction of species i (see Eq. 42 and 4C-54 for subscript 
inings) 

Initial solid fuel mass fraction 

Initial gaseous oxldixer mass fraction 

Generalized dependent variable; Includes mass fraction and 
enthalpy. Zj,  • Yi  tor i  - 1, 2, ... 12, 213 - A?, 2\i  - hc 
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a Coordinate Cranaformatloa parameter (aee Bq. 73 and 76) 

0 Flax attenuation coefficient 

X Coefficient of thermal conductivity 

ui Molecular weight of species i 

vj  Pre-exponential factor In rate expressions. Subscript i correaponda 
to subscript 1 on E 

o     Mass density 

•  Transformed coordinate 

v  Hovarth transformed space coordinate 

V  Gradient operator 

9  Partial derivative operator 

Subscripts 

c     Condensed (solid phase) 

?  Gas phase 

a  Surface (Interface) 

o  Initial 

i      Referring to species i unless otherwise specified 

Key to numerical subscripts 
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l* INTRODUCTION 

Combustible or exploaivt Ingredient* arc «n essential component of 
ordnance Item* ranging In r  t fro* small arms to Ion* rang* missiles. 
Solid propellane charges for the.e devices conalac of prefixed fuel and 
exiilaor combinations which moat remain In a metaetable atat* throughout 
the meefml storsge Ufa of tba ltaa. Ignition la the stimulation of the 
material by any of various energy sources, overcoming the aataatabla 
barrier. The ten Ignition, aa uaed la thla report, la primarily con- 
cerned with auch atlaulatlon at and near the propellent aorface. De- 
pending upon the application, there any or nay not be an Identifiable 
period of ateady atate operation. 

In a rocket actor, between Initiation and final burnout, there occura 
a aeries of Interrelated processes Including mass diffusion, chemical 
reactlona, fluid dynamics, and heat transfer by various nodes.  In order 
to elmplify the ignition problem and to place the current Investigation 
In proper perspective. It la instructive to consider three phases of 
Ignition. Firat, energy from the Initiator la directed toward the pro- 
pellent surface.  The ensuing phyalcochemlcal processes lead to self- 
accelerating reactlona with evclutlon of gaaeoua products. Second, the 
locally Ignited atate of the propellent la propagated over the surface 
of the propellent by thermal and fluid dynamic means. Third, and often 
simultaneously, the gases evolved from the Igniter and propellent produce 
a pressure build up In the device, leading to eome dealred operation. 
Various aspects of the latter two phases have been treated eleewhere1-* 

da Soto, S. and I. A..Friedman.  "Flame Spreading and Ignition Tran- 
sients In Solid Grain Propellante," AMER INST AEROS ASTRONAUT J. Vol. 3, 
No. 3 (March 1965), pp. 405-12. 

2 United Technology Center. Studies on Jgrition and Flcrte Propagation 
of Solid Propellante, Final Report Covering the Period 22 June 1986 through 
22 June 1967,  by J. D. Kilgroe, 13 November 1967. (UTC 2229-FR prepared 
for Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA, Pasadena, Calif.) 

3 Perets, A., and othera."Starting Transient of Sol Id-PropelIan* Rocket 
Motor* with High Internal Gas Velocities," AMER INST AERON ASTRONAUT I, 
Vol. 11, No. 12 (December 1973), pp. 1719-27. 

Bradley, H. H., Jr. "Theory of a Homogeneous Model of Rocket Motor 
Ignition," (January 1964, AIAA Preprint 64-127). 6 pp. 
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•ad arc not considered to be within the scope of the current study. It 
Is toward the theoretical aspects of the flr»t phase, which la called 
prope!lent Ignition, to distinguish It from rocket motor ignition, that 
we now direct our attention. 

1.1  BACXCROCSD AND REVIEW 

An extensive review of solid propellent Ignition theories wss pub- 
lished In 1966.5 It waa noted there that the distinguishing features of 
the theories were: (1) the assumed site (solid phase, gas phase, or 
Interfere) of the key chemical process leading to an approach to steady- 
state coabustlon through a self-accelerating (due to Increasing temper- 
ature) and self-Halting (due to reactant depletion and dlffuslonal 
effects) reaction rate; (2) the nature of the Ignition stimulus (radiant 
•Percy, hot tea or solid, or hypergollc chealcol reaction); and (3) 
choice of an Ignition criterion (e.g., critical temperature, go/no-go, 
light omission, or rate of teapersture rise). 

The earliest theory chronologically sod the slaplcst mathematically 
was the solid phase thermal theory which was an outgrowth of thermal ex- 
plosion theory. In it, a solid phase homogeneous reaction Is predicated 
(lustlfled bv known solid phase -xothernlc reactions lu double-base pro- 
pellents) with the Ignition stimulus consisting of a radiant source, hot 
gas, or hot solid. An obvious deficiency of the solid phase theory waa 
lea ability to predict or explain fully the experlmentelly observed 
effects of ambient gas conditions (pressure and composition) upon Ig- 
nition time.  The gas phase theory was developed In connection with an 
experimental program In which a solid ft el was Ignited by high tempera- 
ture oxldlzer 3=3 heated In a shock tube.  Several versions of the gas 
phase theory nave been presented with different degrees of sophistication; 
all contain the feature that fuel vapors, produced by heat transfer 
from the hot oxldlzer to the solid, diffuse Into the gas phase and sub- 
sequently react. The Interface theory grew out of experimental obser- 
vations In which a highly energetic oxldlzer, viz., fluorine. Ignited 
a solid fuel bypergollcally at room temperature. The chemical reactivity 
was assumed to be confined to the surface; hence, the theory has been re- 
ferred to es bypevgollc or heterogeneous. This lstter terminology should 
not be construed ss denoting relevance to heterogeneous (composite) pro- 
pellents, although results of the analysis have been extended heurlstl- 
cally to Include such en r  plication. 

In addition to differences In formulation of the three theories, 
there haa been a diversity of choice, both In experiment and theory, re- 
garding the attainment of Ignition.  Experimentally, use has been made 
of light emission as recorded by photodetectors, pressure or tempera- 
ture rise, behavior of the propellent sample after Interruption of the 

Price, E. V., and others."Theory of Ignition of Solid Propellents." 
AMER ISST AERON ASTRONAUT J, Vol. 4, No. 1  (July 1966), pp. 1153-81. 
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Ignition stimulus, and physical examination of the specimen after quench- 
ing.  In theoretical models the .•utairnenr of  a given surface temperature 
(often called the Ignition temperature), rate of  temperature riee or of 
chemical heating, or mathematical solution of the equation* after Interrup- 
tion of external heating have been employed. Only Halted work haa beeo 
done in a effort to correlate the different ignition criteria, b-it it is 
known that the definition of ignition (a important 

12 PURPOSE OP CURREST STUDY: UHIFIED ICinTlOI THEORY 

While there has been reasonable agreement between exp*riae:n.al ig- 
nition results and a particular theory (probably b> purposeful design). 
Lack of common and compatible aeaumptlona has hindered comparisons among 
theories and between theories and experiments.^ Hence, the same experi- 
mental data have seldom if ever been subjected to several alternative 
theoretical interpretations. One purpose of this investigation 1* to 
facilitate comparison of theories and experiment by constructing a model 
including chemical processes at any or all of the usually selected sites, 
but otherwise containing compatible and consistent arsumption*. Results 
of solving the model equations are not expected to SUDStentlate any par- 
ticular Ignition theory to the exclusion of all others; instead, the resulra 
will probably reveal combinations of parameters for which each reaction 
sit* (solid phase, surface, gas phase) la dominant in ignition. Many of 
the physical quantities Involved are net accurately known; he.ice, quanti- 
tative testing ct  the theory la not possible at present. Nevertheless, 
the unified Ignition model should enable calcuiatlona of Important sensi- 
tivity relationships between parameters and solutions as well as meaningful 
comparison with results from appropriately designed experiments. 

A second Important purpose of the study la the determination of the 
Importance of some of the common aesurptlcns which are often made to 
simplify the mathematical treatment of the equations.  Examples are in- 
clusion or exclusion of surface regression, gas phase convection with 
consequent blocking of heat conduction to the surface, ar.J equality of 
the thermal and mass diffuslvltiea 'the assumption of unity Lewis number). 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTT^S OP PROBLEM 

Consider the transient one-dlmenslonal syatem in Pigvre 1. Initially, 
a condensed phase, containing fuel and oxidirer Ingredients, occupies the 
region r < 0  while a gar phase, consisting of sxldlzer and inert ingre- 
dients, fills the region x   • 0.     In general, different uniform initial 
temperatures are permitted for each phasr  At time rero aa ignition 
stimulus consisting of a time-dependent flux la dl.ec.ed at the interface 
from a remote position In the gas phase. Condi 'ons remote from the lnrer- 
face *x*  maintained at their initial values. Tha ensuing response of the 
system may in general Include: 

8 
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SOLID PHASE 
REACTIONS 
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INITIAL TEMPERATURE TM 

RADIANT ENERGY ,, 

•—•ENtROY CONDUCTION 

aJxjtf 
CONVECTION 

DIFFERENTIAL DIFFUSION 
Of SPECIES RELATIVE 
TO MEAN VELOCITY 

GAS PHASE 
REACTIONS 

SURFACE REACTIONS 
(GASIFICATION. CHEMISTRY) 

FIGOU 1.    Schematic Representation of Unified Ignition Hodel 

1. Bulk chemical reactions confined to one or both homogeneous 
phases.    In the solid phase, the reaction occurs either between fuel and 
oiidlzer or nay consist of a pyrolytlc decomposition of the solid phase 
to provide a reactive fuel and oxidlzer which pertlcipate farther in sur- 
face or gaseous reactions.    In the gaa phase, reactions nay take plice 
bat— pyrolyzed fuel sad either pyrolyzed oxidlzer or oxidlzer origi- 
nally present aa a gaa phase ingredient. 

2. Interface processes, consisting of chemical reactions or pyrolysls, 
in which two phases are Involved. 

3. Motion of the phase boundary owing to naas  transport across the 
boundary.    In this aodel,  the notion Is  indu    d solely by surface processes, 
either pyrolytlc or reactive In nature. 

4. Caseous diffusion of all species, either resctants or products. 

a 
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5. Absorption of the stimulation radiant flux by the solid phase or 
by evolved gases. 

6. Host transfer by conduction and convertlon. 

In the following mathematical section, the appropriate governing 
equations are developed whose solutions describe the relationships of de- 
pendent variables (concentration and enthalpy or teaperature) Co indepen- 
dent variables (time and position). 

3.  MATHEMATICAL FORXULATIOK 

The equations which describe the behavior of the present systesi consist 
of conservation equations sad constitutive equations combined Co give the 
governing equations. The former are general sod independent of Ch* nature 
of aaCcrlals involved; the latter represent empirically observed relation- 
ships among the variables appearing lo the conservation equations sad srs 
required, with the initial and boundary conditions, to provide s complete 
met of equations.  The conservation equations may be further classified as 
field or interface equations. 

In the derivations which follow, a stationary coordinate systesi relative 
to the observer Is established st the phase Interface. Physically, Che model 
behaves aa  If material In Che solid phase approaches the boundary froa the 
lefc (nee Figure 1) st a velocity which varies with time,* cresses the phase 
boundary, while undergoing substantial physical and chemical changes, sad 
flows sway toward Che right with a velocity which is s different function of 
time and position. All properties are assumed constant along planes parallel 
to Che interface, so that Che model is adequately described by transient 
equations of one space dimension. 

3.1 COSSERVATIOS EXJUATIOSS 

The relationships expressing conservation of mass, momentum and energy 
are derived aad presented in numerous standard worts (for exaaple, see Foot- 
note 6). In Che current study, the effects of gravity, differencial exter- 
nal force fields such ss electrostatic force fields, sod viscosity are 
neglecCed; and gas velocities sre assumed Co be low enough so that pressure 

The solid phase bulk density may vary due to differences in density 
among the reactants and solid products, but, more imporcantly, due Co sub- 
surface evolution of gaseous produces. Such phenomena are neg .- ted In Che 
present study; evolution of gas is presumed to occur only at the surface, 
and solid phase reactions are assumed .o occur without density changes. 
For these reasons, the solid phase velocity does not vary with position. 

Bird, R. B., V. E. Scewsrt and E. N. lightfoot. Transport Phenonena. 
Sew York. Wiley, 1960.  790 pp. 

10 
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gradient* and kinetic enwgy contribution* need not be considered.    The 
usual Euler or Navier-Stc use equation of action la simplified to th« condi- 
tion of eonatant praaaura (spacewiae).    The nathanatlcal description of the 
problem than ia redocad to equations representing aaaa and energy conserva- 
tion for each bulk phase  (field equations) and the  interface. 

3.1.1    field Equatloaa 

3.1.1.1    Species Conservation.    The aaaa balance of species i for a 
stationary el an our of volume la glean by 

H*ri)     H*i*j) • k. w at u i 

where o ia the density of the aedltai, and rj, kt  and uj are aaaa fraction, 
'rate of production, and velocity of species 1  relative to the stationary 
coordinate systoa. By summing So.. 1 over all i and noting that -Kj • 1 
and Stj - 0,  one obtains the aquation for overall aaaa conservation 

5t     ^r^ (V 

Equation 2 defines 

r 5 triai w | 

aa the mass average velocity, usually identified aa the hydrodynaalc 
(Pitot tube) velocity.    Tbla barycantrlc description la adopted because 
of ita formal advantage over solar or other descriptions in handling 
problems dealing with simultaneous convection and diffusion.    We nay now 
write Eq.  1 in an alternate form which ia more convenient for calculation 
purposes.    He first define 

aa the species aass velocity relative to the local aaaa average velocity. 
The product 

represents the aaas dlffualonal flax of species 1 relative to the local 
aaaa average velocity.    By substituting Eq. 4 and 5 into 1 and ashing 
use ttt Eq. 2, one aay derive 

dr. IT. 3r. 3J, 
p5Tsp 

n 

**-<*?*.> 
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•• the expression for species conservation. 

3.1.1.2 Energy Conservation. The fundamental derivation of energy 
conservation la In terms of speciflc inccrnal energy of a stationary volume 
element and leads to 

where the apaclflc internal energy V  la aade op of thermal and chemical 

The reduction of the awiBtua conation to p - constant makes It desir- 
able to eliminate the final tern, containing Jv/Jx, from Eq. 7. This nay 
be acconplished by making use of Eq. 2 and the definition of enthalpy (in- 
cluding thermal and chemical). 

a - u * p/p (8) 

The final reault la 

The quantity 7 represents beat transferred relative to the mass average 
veloci./ and in general includes heat conduction oulng to temperature and 
concentration gradients, transport of the intrinsic energy of diffusing 
species, and radiation. In principle, photochemical heat release could 
also be Included if details of the process were available for the purpose 
of establishing the effect on the mass conservation equations. The final 
term, 3p/dt la what remains of the more general term 

when specewlse pressure variations are neglected. In the following 
sectior J, p/it  la also ignored; for purposes of studying dynamic pressure 
effects it could readily be relntroduced. 

3.1.2 Interface Equations 

The boundary between two phases is physically a finite region, 
through which the properties are continuous and governed by the same con- 
servation laws that are valid fcr a homogeneous phase. The principal 
distinguishing features of the lnterfaclal region are the relatively large 
spatial derivatives of the properties, the small dimensions coopered to 

12 
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other physical dimensions of tho system, ani  a large change In relative 
importance of various microscopic fores terms ss the laterfaclsl sons Is 
traversed. Examples are crystal lattice forces and binding forces of 
activeted chemical complexes associated with catalytic reactlone. It la 
convenient In the current discussion to bypass the detalla of such phenom 
ens and to regard the interface aa a mathematical surface of discontinuity 
joining two continuous phaaea. In thla spirit, it Is aasumed that no 
accumulation of mesa or energy occurs at the interface. 

3.1.2.1 Species Conservation. If we Ignore molecular diffusion 
in the solid phase, the mass balance of apecies i at the surface is 

•ci. • *i. - "fi. • Vs ait 

the m terms represent conveetive mass transport owing to bulk velocity of 
the phsae uhlch arises from surfsee chemistry or pyrolysls, * is the rste 
of formation of species i in surface processes, while j  Is ths gaseous mass 
diffusion rate. Total maae conservation is obtained by ausmlng Eq. 11 
all species: 

P v • p v 
C c v9 g (12) 

3.1.2.2 Energy Conservation. The interface equation of energy con- 
servation Is readily obtained from Eq. 9 by dropping the ?p/9t term, inte- 
grating across the boundary, and setting the net accumulation to sero. The 
resulting equation la 

p v * * q    • P v a    *  a 
c c C   c   9 9 9   9 

(13) 

which indicates that conveetive enthalpy plus best transport relative to 
hydrodynamle velocity is conserved scross ths interface. 

3.2  CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

Equations 6, 9. 11, and 13 cannot be solved aa they stand because. 
when applied over all Indicated species and relevant phases with appropriate 
initial and aaymptotlc conditions, there ere more unknown quantities than 
equations. The required additional equations are provided by the transport 
relationships, the equation of state (r-«ken for convenience es the perfect 
gas law), kinetic end stolchlometric expressions, and definitions. 

13 
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3.2.1 Transport gelationshlgs 

The transport relationship* express fluxes In tenss of forces (grad- 
ients of physical quantities such as concentration, enthalpy, pressure, 
and velocity). A fundamental postulate of the theraodynanlcs of Irrever- 
sible processes is that, for systeas not far reaoved froa equilibrium, the 
fluxes are linear homogeneous functions of the gradients. Expressions of 
higher degree would In general be required for large departures of the 
systea froa equilibrium; however, little work has been done on the higher 
order theories. Experimental results have confirmed the adequacy of the 
linear relationships over a wide range of condition*. 

la the absence of viscous forces, the fluxes to be considered are 
aass and energy. The forces Involved are related to gradients of pressure, 
teaperature, ajd concentration. In the present analysis, only the direct 
effects are considered: the effects of pressure gradient on aass flux, of 
teaperature gradient on aass flux (theraal diffusion or Soret effect), of 
external forces on aass flux (forced diffusion), and of concentration 
gradient on energy flux (Dufour effect) are neglected. The Soret effect 
1» the aost significant under Ignition conditions but, even so. It 
probably contributes a aaxlava of only 10Z of the total aass flux. With 
these amplifications, the energy and aass fluxes for a multi-component 
systea are given by 

and 

4Z h'T   2a*     V fii "ST1 tl5) 

1'i.m 

In Eq.  la, the three terns on rhe right express energy flux doe to noraal 
thermal conduction, diffusing species, snd ndi .tlon, all relative to the 
barycentric velocity v.    Equation IS la obtained' froa a aore general ex- 
pression by assuming the perfect gas lav.    It is seen that for a multi- 
coaponent systea,  the aass diffusion fluxes of the individual species are 
complicated functions of the concentration gradients of all the species. 
The aulticoaponent diffusion coefficients, Dj«, are generally functions 
of all  the concentrations.    Equation 15 aay be expressed in different 
form6 by: 

Bird, R. B.    Thsoiy of Diffusion, ADVAXCE OHM EHC. Vol. 1    New 
fork. Academic Press,  1956, pp. 155-239. 
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»/«      mW     u. (16) 

Equation 16 represents • HC of simultaneous equations relating the mass 
diffusion fluxes, the mass cone satrations and the mass concentration gradlenta 
vr. An advantage of Eq. 16 la that the binary diffusion coefflclenta V are 
nearly insensitive to concentration; disadvantages are that the fluxes are 
expressed Implicitly and that n(n-l)/2 binary coefficients auat be specified 
to solve the problem. This latter requirement greatly Increases the number 
of quantities required for a paraneter study; other Investigations8 have 
shown that often the principal trends of results say be adequately calculated 
by assuming all binary coefficients to be equal. With this assumption Eq* IS 
or 16 •ay be reduced to the for* used la this report 

Jt  - -pPvY, . -oP -£ <l7) 

which Is known as Pick's first law of diffusion.    w« note that the deriva- 
tion of Eq.  17 does not depend upon the frequently made assumption of 
equal molecular weights of all  species. 

3.2.2   Kinetics and Stolchjometrr . 

The conservation equations contain terms representing rstes of trans*- 
formation of chemical species (kj, kis  for bulk and surface reactions) and 
rates of mass evolution (manifested by the convectlve torus in the interface 
equations).    Chemical transformations are complicated by multiple path, 
opposing, or consecutive reactions, details of wh   ;h are not fully known in 
complex combustion processes.    The assumptions regarding the kinetic  laws 
which must be made in order to achieve tractablllty probably reflect the 
greatest sr<* of uncertainty in the formulation of any ignition or combustion 
theory.    It la  :onvenlent to assume that the rate controlling atep at a given 
site In a kinetic process consists of a simple, single step,  irreversible 
reaction with rate following an Arrhenlus dependence on local  temperature. 
The stolchioaetry of the overall chemical change will not correspond to that 
given by the reaction mechanism if other  Taster reactions occur Involving 
the same components.    Ue now consider the kinetic expressions for the changes 
appearing in the conservation equations.    The processes to be considered were 

erated  In Section 2. 

3.2.2.1    Gas Phase.    The two gaa phase reactions Included in the formu- 
lation are: 

g 
Kendall R. M., R. A., KlndaJL and E. P. Bartlett. "A Multlcoaponent 

Boundary Layer Chemically Coupled to an Ablttlng Surface." AMEK INST AEKOM 
ASTRONAUT J, Vol. 5. No. 6 (June 1967), pp. 1063-71. 

IS 
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ftMctioo 7t    in • b3lOJ - b?in (1$) 

Aesction $>    m • *,/«/ - *#/P/ (19) 

Equation 18 represents reaction of gas phase fuel  (pyrolyzed froa solid) 
with oxidiier pyrolyxed froa the aolld pture.    The b's or* aolar itoicl.lo- 
•etrlc  coefficients  relative to tool  taken ay one.     Mechanistic  reaction 
orders with respect to fool snd oxldissr srs taken ss P7 sad 07,  respectively. 
Equation 19,  earployin*. analogous notation, pertains to the reaction o»  pyro- 
lyred fuel vlth oxldlrer originally present in ths gss phsst: reaction orders 
are denoted as F8 and 08.    Mass balance considerations lead to: 

vbere the u's denote noleculsr weights, u.  referring to the pyrolyxed gaseous 
fuel.    Applying the law of nass action of chenical kinetics9 to Reactions 7 
and 8, we nay repreient the nass scurce tens k. (cf., Ee. 6) ast 

Gss phase fuel*    Aj - -*».(r. • rf) (22) 

Gas phase oxidixet 
/pyrolyzed froa solid):    A- » -y^b_r_ 

Gee phase oxidixmt 
(initially in ga») t    A. • -\iJ>4r$ 

Product of motion 7:    A_ - VJbjTj 

Prodoct of reaction it    A. - v^>$r$ 

(23) 

(24) 

(2$) 

(26) 

where 

9 Willises, F. A. Ccx4>u*ticn Thtory.  Pslo Alto, Cs., Addlson-Weslcy 
Pub. Co.,  1965, 447 pp. 
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•od where v and t represerc  pre-exponential  f»-tor and activation energy 
of  the appropriate reaction.    Negative signs  In the expressions for Jt in- 
dicate disappearance of the relevant apeclea.    Speclea 3, 5* 6, and 9 era 
not generated by gaseous r«t%ctlon; consequently, their correapondlng it's 
ere aero. 

3.2.2.2    Solid Fhase.    Reaction kinetics In the solid phase are 
•ore complicated than In the gas phase.    The components of a solid sre 
not completely noblle aa is the caae for a gas;  Instead.  Individual 
molecules are constrained to move relatively small distance within crystal 
lattice* or across interfaces separating different constituents.    Since 
each molecule does not ha*- -• ejual probability of collision with every other 
molecule, the usual method used in deriving rate expressions for gases 
cannot be employed.    Therefore, solid phase reactions may be expected to 
depend upon first order decompositions or upon reactions which occur at 
latent*1   interface*.    In the latter case,  the question of reaction rate 
cannot be resolved without reference to geometrical considerations.    Even 
Che extent to which the reaction can proceed is limited by the diffusion 
rates of the solid reactants through films of products built up st the 
interfaces.    It is clear from discussions oresented la the literature10'11 

that no universally applicable rate theory is available and that topocheal- 
csl considerations would be required  to provide an accurate description of 
the solid  phase process.    However,  the general aapecta of solid phase re- 
actions can be expressed by assuming reaction orders ranging from sero to 
two.    Moreover,  it has been shown12 that,  insofar as Ignition is concerned, 
the thermal history of a solid undergoing bulk reaction la relatively in- 
sensitive to the kinetic order assumed.    For simplicity in the present 
analysis, the following assumptions are made:    (1)    the kinetics is sero 
order, and  (2) the solid phase composition can be characterized by a 
fuel-to-oxidlzer ratio (even for homogeneoua double-base propellanta). 
Assumption  (1)  requires that careful account be ktpt of the amount of re- 
actant consumed  to prevent the physically unrealistic and numerically 

. erroneous introduction of negative concentrations during computations. 
The single solid phase reaction is assumed  to be 

Reaction 101    IT) * t>ntO) - bJ?/P; (29) 

with the product [f]   considered aa inert, or the icverse reaction: 

b12lPI * tFI * bU101 (M) 

Cordes, Reman F.  "The Preexponential Factors for Solid-state Thermal 
Decomposition," J CliEM PHYS. Vol.  72. No. 6 (June 1968). pp.  2185-89. 

Carner, W.  E.. ed.  Chmtittry of the Solid State.   London, Butterworths, 
1955. 

12 .. 
Bradley, H. H.. Jr. Theory of Ignition of a Reactive Solid by 

Constant Energy Flux," COMBOS SCI AND TECH. Vol. 2. No. 1 (August 1970). 
pp. 11-20. 
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representing the bulk phase dissociation Into active fuel and oxldlzer. 
Mass balance yields 

U10 * UJJ»JJ " U12b12 

and the source terns for reaction 10 (Eq. 6) ere given by 

(31) 

*10 " -viorio 

ku ' -uubnrio 

*12 ' U12>l,r10 

(32) 

tut 

The rate r10 Is given by 

riomvi «v(-V») (35) 

where r     Is the activation energy of the solid reaction.    The reverse 
process nay be readily simulated by changing the signs of the expressions 
for the *'s In Eq.  32-34 or of vj  In Sq.  35. 

3.2.2.3    Int^rfaclal Processes.    The boundary between solid and 
gas phases say be the site of chenlcal   transfonset ions or of phase changes 
Involving either simple gasification or dissociation.    Rates of chenlcal 
transformation at  the Interface depend upon adsorption and desorptlon pro- 
cesses.     Details of surface phenomena are discussed  In the literature' 
(see p.   392 et.  seq.);  the results may be summarized by the statement that 
the apparent order of the reaction can vary between zero and the true 
kinetic order and may be of order sinus one relative to the reaction pro- 
duct.    The latter occurs when the product Is strongly absorbed,  thereby 
Inhibiting the adsorption .if additional reactants.    The surface reactions 
consider-J  in this analysis are:    (1)  reaction of pyrolyzed oxldlzer with 
solid fuel and   (2) reaction of original oxldlzer fron the gas phase with 
solid fuel.    They are represented,  respectively, by the following atolchlo- 
metrles: 

Reaction 5:     (F) * b JO) - b fP) 

Reaction 6:     IF) * b'jOJ - bJP) 

Corresponding to reactions S and 6, we have 

(36) 

(37) 
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The fuel UH consumption rates for the above are given byt 

It la assumed that the surface rate* are flrat order with respect to the 
fuel (proportional to fuel surface area) and of order SS and S6 with re- 
spect  to the pyrolyzed or initial oxldlxer. 

Ingredients subject to surface pyrolysls  Include initial solid fuel 
and oxldizer together with their solid phase reaction products. If any. 
The ratea of pyrolysls asy be controlled by an A.rhenius teaperature 
expression or may proceed by an equilibrium vaporization process  in which 
the gaa phase equilibrium vapor pt9KSSZ\t hence sole or mass fraction,  is 
related to total applied pressure and surface .eaperature.    Combinations 
of  the two processes lead to Intermediate resulta.    The assumption of 
surface rate controlling processes leada to more loosely coupled boundary 
conditions and is adopted here for reasons of mathematical simplicity. 
A brief description for the case where at  least one equilibrium process 
la Involved Is presented in Appendix A.    The aass fluxes of the solid 
phase fuel, oxldizer, and product are given for i * 10, 11, and 12, re- 
spectively, by: 

P crci.Vl «»(-V*". ) (43> 

where fractional surface area of ingredient i haa been set equal  to Its 
aass fraction.    The values of Ycis depend in general upon the initial 
composition of the solid phase and the extent of solid phase reaction and 
so depend upon a solution of the solid phase equations. 

The rigorous application of Eq.   39-42  involves consideration of the 
changing topology of a heterogeneous surface.      The coapllcatlon is brought 
about by the fact that, unless the kinetic parameters and surface areas 
of the different components are uniquely related, each component oust burn 
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at • different linear race, a conclusion which violates the assumption of 
one dimensionality.    In steady state burning. It has been speculated that 
each component burns st s different  temperature13 but this  explanation is 
not universally accepted.    Actually,  it  la known that in steady state, each 
component burns at a different rate, with the surfsce topology adjusting 
Itself to give areas necessary to accommodate equilibrium mess ratios 
typical of the solid.    Further discussion to resolve the problea does not 
•eon appropriate at preeent.    The simplifying assumption is therefore made 
that each component of the propellant regresses at a rate consistent with 
the kinetic equation; the degree of departure of the surfsce from planar 
can then be partially assessed by examining the total regression of each 
component at the time of ignition and comparing differences with reasonable 
particle sizes.    If such a test reveals that the surface has Indeed become 
two-dimensional,  then a two-dimensional analysis must be made or the alter- 
nate assumption adopted that the regreasion rate of the fastest burning 
component governs the overall regression rste.    In addition,  it la assumed 
for convenience that no solid, unreocted material is ejected from the sur- 
face to contribute a thermal effect in the gas phase.    Ir should be noted 
that in no one-dlmenslonsl sislysls is it possible to consider mechanisti- 
cally the changing surface topology together *lth associated changes In 
surface areas of the components. 

3.2.3    Hadlent Energy Transfer 

Except under hypergolic conditions at ambient temperatures, some 
sort of external energy source serves as the ignition stimulus in Ignition 
experiments.    Ordinarily this consists of a radiation source (laser, xenon 
arc, or carbon arc) focused outo the surfr-e of the sample to be tested. 
The fractions of this flux which are absorbed and reflected depend upon 
the optical properties of the surface end of the bulk solid phase.    Absorp- 
tion may be confined to the surfsce for a completely opa'jue material or 
one with an absorbing agent applied to the surface.    On the other hand, 

'the energy may be deposited  Instantaneously in depth for s trsnaluscent 
material, with attenuation being adequately described by an exponential 
relationship between flux density and distance (Beer's Law). With the 
passage of time, gases evolved from the surface processes commence to 
attenuate the incident energy bean.    Again,  if re-radiation by the gases 
la not appreciable, exponential decay of  Intensity is a reasonable approx- 
imation.    This attenuation of the incoming  st.'mulus by the evolved gases 
adds energy to the gas phase while denying it to the heated surfsce.    As 
the temperature of  the gas phase rises,  re-radiation by the gases also 
begins to intervene.    All  these phenomena are complicated by being wavelength 
and species dependent, with gaseous absorption of reflected energy also 
playing a role of some importance.    The principal effect investigated here 

1 Schultz, R.. and L. Creen, Jr. Third Ar,ARD Colloquium, Pergamon 
Press. 1958.    "Studies of  the Decomposition Mechanism, Erosive Burning, 
Sonance, and Resonance, for Solid Composite Propellents, in Combustion 
and Propulsion," pp.  367-420. 
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is the absorption of energy by the folld.  It Is assumed that Incident flux 
density la spatially and temporally constant, and that the surface reflect- 
ivity reaalns constant during the heating phase. A simplified analysis of 
the Inclusion of gas phase energy attenuation la presented in Appendix B. 

3.2.4 Relationship of Enthalpy to Temperature 

In the foregoing sections, the energy equation has been presented 
In terms of total enthalpy while reaction rates Involve temperature, which 
Is related to the thermal enthalpy. The general relationship between the 
temperature and total enthalpy la 

ZTi'i " ***"£  V (43) iff *£*A 
where Af  Is the chemical enthalpy of species 1 at some arbitrary refer- 
ence temperature Tr. One convention, adopted here. Is to assign zero en- 
thalpy to the elements at Tf,  so that AJ is the heat attending the 
formation at T of species i from the elements. 

3.3 COVEXHIHG EQUATIONS 

The relationships presented In Section 3.1 and 3.2 describe the 
phenomenon of solid propellent Ignition completely, subject to the 
llmltat/.T.s mentioned.  Owing to the nonlinear nature of the equations, 
exact analytic solutions have not been found; recourse *ust be to numeri- 
cal methods or to one of several available approximate analytic techniques. 
A desirable resolution of the problem would be the application of both 
approaches and comparison of results; however, only the numerical method 
is to be employed In the current report. 

While numerical analogs may be developed for the equations of 
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 as they stand. It Is store convenient to combine some 
of then, to appl? certain mathematical transformations, and to make ad- 
ditional slmpllflcatlons in the Interest of reducing the number of physi- 
cal quan'it'.es to be subjected to a parameter study. 

3.3.1 Species Conservation 

Equations 6 and 17 may be combined directly to give a single equation 
describing the time and space distribution of each species.  For the gas 
phase (i - 1, 2  ... 9; x >_ 0)  the result Is 

°, dt   9*\9  9*/   l 
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Its the aol*d phaae (I • 10. 11, 12 x < 0) where tha •*•• diffusion la 
negligible,   the epecie* Kal«r-.e« are " 

P 5 *<B   dt 
fds; 

Equation 11, applied Co each epeclee, yields the following  interface con- 
servation laws: 

3fl 
f«« 

5bJld ox-'dizex;     a, ,   - o  r,  -   p V -r-" * ST4" *'v»c JJ        s 2       g    ax       u.      25 

*r. 
Solid product:    at,    - a? r_ - p P -5— 

12        a J      'g    ax 

rd7/ 

Gaseous oxidlzer:    0 • • f    - p P -5— •  **J", 
ad      Ko    3*       WJ0    4^6 fd»; 

Product of surface 
reaction of fuel with 
pyrolgzed oxidlzer:    0 

3r      w5 

a 5        g     d*       MJ0    5"5 
rso; 

Product of surface 
reaction of fuel with aY U, 
gaseous oxidlzer:    0 - ujt^ - 0* -^ - —- b^& (51) 

Product of gaseous 
reaction of fuel with 3r 
pyrolgzed oxidlzer:    0 • • r"_ - P P -5— (52) 

Product of gaseous 
reaction of fuel with 
gasrous oxidizer:    0  • m Y-  p P 

3r„ 

3r_ 
Znert gas; 0 • • r - p P •*— 

s 9        g    ax 

(S3) 

(S4) 
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Equation (46) deserve* special ew—fct. Although the total aaaa flux of 
fool contributing to meis  in Bq. 11 Include* m$,  n*, and m10,  the reaction 
terata n»5 and e»6 arc exactly cancelled by *js. The quantity ns in Eq. 46-54 
represent* the sum of all mass transferred acroaa the boundary ao that 

\'m5*\* 'io * mn * mu tSS) 

The gaseous convection term In each surface conservation equation la rep- 
resented oy %r|t where the otKt-d Inane lonal assumption of complete mixing 
of gaseous speclea at the surface ban been made. 

3.3.2   Encrsiv conservation 

If we assume specific heats are independent of temperature, it la 
possible to combine Eq. 6, 9, 14, 17, and 43 to obtain the following equa- 
tion for thermal enthalpy a: 

I 

where 

II III 

57 j^[H* «*• * 1)Zhi Tr] j- aJ*i • *„ -* <*" «l 

hi-Ci(r-rr) 

h - C :«(* " 'r) 

tm - pc   0/X 

«v Ec r 

(57; 

fstj 

(59) 

(60) 

The term* in Eq. 56 hare the following physical Interpretation*: 

Thermal energy accumulation in a moving volume element 

II Thermal energy added to volume element by differential processes 

III Chemical energy generated, alternately represented by v^.r^, 

where .". and r*  ere the exothermlclty and rate of the jth reaction 
with Qj    evaluated at the reference temperature. The factor ur la 
the molecular weight of the ingredient wltU respect to which beat 
effecta are computed. 
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IV        Radiant energy deposited la depth for the solid phase.    The anal- 
ogous ter» Is discussed In Appendix • for the gas phase. 

The portion of the dlffualonal term containing L#-l as a factor accounts 
for two phenomena; 

(1)    difference in diffuaional rates of mass and energy 

. (2)    difference in specific beats of reactanta and products 

It is Important  to note that in the Chemical energy tern, the reaction rate 
*j la taken at the instantaneous local temperature while the beat effect 
ia related to the reference temperature.    The fact that beat of reaction 
ia generally teapersture dependent is associated with the tent containing 
l+-l aa a factor.    In the Interest of mathematical simplicity, v* shall 
aiapllfy Eq.   56 by the single assumption of equal  specific heats for all 
species.    This Is tantamount to assuming a beat of reaction which la large 
compared with sensible heats over the range of teapersture involved.    The 
assumption of unity Lewis number  Is then unnecessary as the expression 
i«.j   «rj/9jr      vanishes.    Moreover, Ctv bee ones constant,  thereby further 
simplifying the ensuing numerical procedures.    The major effect of Lewis 
number still appears in Eq. 44 and in the mass  Interface conditions when 
gJP is replaced by its equivalent from Eq.  59.    The effects of different 
specific heats may be studied, if desired by using Eq.  56 aa a point of 
departure and considering CMV as a function of x, thereby Introducing local 
values of i\- and 31^/3*    into Eq.  56. 

The boundary condition for the energy equation Is formulattU by combining 
Eq-   13,   14,  17,  and 43, with the assumption of equal  specific heats for both 
phases.    This latter atep ia equivalent to assuming that surface heat effects 
(chemical reaction and phase changes) are large compared with changes of 
sensible enthalpy. The final equation Is 

X    ft        X    3h 

C 9 

Although apparently inconsistent with the above assumption, unequal specific 
heatii ere retained for the terns of the two phases In Eq. 61 because unequal 
specific heats represent only a second order effect on qs,  the surface heat 
release term, whereas the specific heat Is a first order effect in the terms 
for conductive energy transport. The term qT  Is the radiant heat absorbed at 
the mathematical Interface. This thermal contribution ia included either 
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in Eq. 56 when B la finite or la aq. oi vooa P Is lnflalto, bat not la 
both.* Th* ourfaca aaatUg q,  is given by 

«• • VS # Vi * -iA© * mU°U * 'l2°12 <"> 

in which tha f lva 0'* aro tba exothermicitlee »cconp*nYin* tho varloue 
surface change* (ooo Soetloa 3.2.2.3). 

3.3.3 Auxiliary Condltl 

% coaalata tba orotaa of field and laterface equatlone. Initial ceo- 
altto— aad ceadltioaa la oaeb phaa* raaoto Iroa tba latorfoca aro *ro- 

Ialtlal Condition*: 

Solid: Cast 

rff (x,o) - r^ Tg (x*>) - r^ 

fuel:    r10 <x.o) - rfc Qxldlaer:    r4 (x,o) - 1 - T^ 

Okldlsar:    rJ2  (x#) - 1 - Tf(, Inert:    rg (x*t) - 1 - T^ 

Producti    T12 (x*) - 0 all otbar *i U - 2-9) - 0 

>te Condition*:    Gradient! of all quantities vani»h at x - — for tba 
•olid phase and at * - «• for tba gas nha~e. 

* Mathematically, aa B approach** infinity,  tba behavior of tba *olu- 
tlon of tba equations la aa If the radiation tern disappeared froa tba 
field equation and appeared In tba boundary condition.    Finite dlfferenca 
nethods fall to realize  this,  however, and tha dual  treatment becomes 
nect-tary because of  limitations of computers  to the representation of 
finite quantities. 
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4. MANIPULATION OP EQUATIONS 

The foregoing section* Save been devoted to the development of the 
fundamental equations of a unified ignition theory.  Presented In their 
physical font they are valuable In understanding the detail* of the 
physical procasaaa involved; however, appropriate Modifications are needed 
to convert the equations to a sore convenient for* for computational use. 
In general, theae include non-dteenslona11sation through the use of charac- 
teristic quantities and coordinate transformation* such a» the use of 
similarity variables and stretching parameters. The equations at hand 
represent such a diversity of physical phenomena that there Is no single 
set of characteristic quantities which apply in general. The resolution 
of this problem will be to delay the normalisation procedure until a partl- 
emla • subcase of the unified theory has been chosen for study. In this way 
we retain flexibility while avoiding the choice of a characteristic quantity 
whose value nay approach a limit of aero or infinity. Similarity transfor- 
mations have not yet been found for the type of equation involving an ex- 
ponential nonllnearity in the dependent variable. This section will present 
the two coordinate transformations used to convert the equations for compu- 
tational use. 

4.1 BDVARTH TRANSFORMATION 

The substantial or total derivatives which appear la Iq. 44, 45, and 56 
contain the local phase velocity Implicitly (see Iq. 6 and 9). Owing to the 
constant pressure approximation of the momentum equation, only the global 
continuity equation remains as an Independent relation containing the local 
velocity. Let us define 

•/: 
£• dx (63) 

with c0 taken as some reference (here Initial) value of p 

and 

JM      p oo (65; 
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Then using the"following standard rules of partial differentiation: 

H-4HM 
ve ur derive 

5? • p; (&), * (&)f 

(Mi 

r«7i 

(•*> 

<*t) 

Application of Bq. (66) and (69) to Eq. (44), (45) and (56) provldaa the 
follow lag: 

(70) 

o 

(71) 

The Interface Eq. 46-54 are not greatly changed except that the diffusion 
terma boce 

la Eq. 71 the tern Involving Lewie nuaber haa been el leinated for reasons 
previously discussed (see Section 3.3.2). The final term of Eq. 71 would 
appear only for the solid phase and for finite 0. Equation 70 applies to 
the solid phase with V  set to aero. 

Results of using the Bovarth transformation are: 

(1) The global equation of continuiy la satisfied identically in the 
tranafora apace. Aa a result the aet of Eq. 70 contains one redundant 
aquation of each phase. This redundancy la retained In the nunerlcal an- 
alysis to provide an accuracy check. 
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(2) The coefficient of elm connective tare (if**)  Is not s function 
of position but depends only upon tho instantaneous value of •,, the total 
rate of aaea transfer acroas too lntarfaco. 

2 (3) Tho coefficient* appearing In tho diffusion terns, l.r..,  pl/e and 
p V,  are noro nearly Independent of tanporature for a glvon preasure than 
aro tholr counterparts In the untranaforaod aquations; hones, thoy nap ho 
BOved outside the partial differentlal operator. 

A disadvantage of Howarth tranafomatlon la the need to porfcra the 
inverse (integral) transformation 

-*Cf*C JL 
(lt*)0(*) 

Pit 

In order to recover tho true dlstsucs scale. If the surface conditions are 
all that srs required, this extra atep la slJalastsd. 

4.2 TRAKSFORMATION FRON INFINITE TO FINITE DOMAIN 

Tho extent of the apace scale ranges frou ninua to plus Infinity. 
, coaputer sltsulatlon by finite differences can deal only with finite 

quantities. One way out of the difficulty Is to repeat the coapotlonsl 
effort for several large finite values for the distance of tho rsaoto 
boundaries until the solutions converge.14 The technique saploysd here la 
to uss an exponential transformation of the distance scale which has the 
added foaturs of providing closer spacing of apace nodes near the Interface 
where gradients srs larger. The transformation relationships srs 

•C--J exp (•A) (73) 

JT—.(*«•) 4r (74) 

c I     c * 
(7S) 

for the solid phase (-1 <  6 < 0) c 

Kav.1 Weapons Center.    Theory of Ignition of A Reactive Solid by Constant 
Energy fYur, by H. H. Bredley, Jr., China Lake. Calif., NVC,November 1968. 
44 pp.   (HWC TP 4618). 
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•ad 

V'-'IVJ 
• a .K)3T 

^-/K)[(-,)^-^j 
for the (*a PIMM fO < *  < I). 

9 

Application of Eo. 73-7t yield* the fleal traaef 
»• solved numerically: 

ir • W1*' ^r" *J«**>(V»J) IT * rj 

With Initial condition* 

*t«.o).zio 

a - 1-14} 

a - i-i«; 

to boundary condition* 

32, i * 1-9, 13   qs» 
i m 10-12, 14    solid 

-%£• m, t) - 0 

Interface boundary condlclono for apaclaa aso given by 

(79) 

(77) 

(79) 

equations to 

(79) 

(90) 

(91) 

3*. 

'f*9 ' Vl " *£ W li - 2-9J (92) 

with the left hand aide defined aa raro for 1 > 3 

and for energy by 

.      >*14 **13 
B14 TT " B23 ~W + S1314 (93) 
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where Sj314 Is the surface energy source. 

In lq.  79-43 the symbol z represent* a general dependent variable, 
either mass or energy la either the solid or gas phase.    The upper and 
lover algna correspond to so)!H end gas phase,  respectively.    Volumetric 
ead surface sources ere derated by V ead S,  respectively.    Other details 
regarding the symbols are Indicated  In the table of nomenclature. 
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Appendix A 

XIRIPACB COHDinONS  FOR EQOILIBRIUM PTROLTSIS 
OP CMS OR NOU SOLID PHASE COKSTITODJTS 

i 
The interface species uss balances for pyrolyzing species arc provided 

by I*. 46-48 for the case vhere all surfsee processes are controlled by 
Arrbenlna type rate czpressloas.    Ac the other extrene, the Interface con- 
dition nay Include equilibrium transfers of one or nore species In which the 
phase rule governs the relationship between concentration, pressure, and 
tanperature.    Consider, for example, the csse of equilibrium transfer of 
ingredient 10 (solid fuel) while Arrhenlus rate expressions govern the solid 
oxldlzer and product surface conditions. He have then for the balance of 
fuel: 

•i* " Vi " pop "57 (A-i) 

which aay be rewritten as 

"io' (Za)ri * miori '"Sir (A'2> 

In Eq. A-2, n, has been replaced by Im * mi0,  the summation being taken over 
all epecles except the one in question (fuel in this case). The nass frac- 
tion r2 (a function of nole fraction and nolecular weight of all opecleo) 
is determined, for equillbrioei processes, by total pressure and surface 
temperature through the Clauius-Clapeyron relationship. If fuel is the 
only component undergoing an equilibrium phase change, all the terms in 
2B depend on rate expressions and nay be evaluated from surface tempera- 
ture and composition. If more than one equilibrium process occurs, a re- 
lation analogous to Eq. A-2 applies for each process, leading to a set of 
simultaneous boundary conditions. In the present theoretical analysis and 
its associated computer program, equilibrium processes are not considered; 
the condition of constant surface temperature and concentration is not 
obtainable by a simplification of the general expressions unless convection 
and surface regression are neglected. 
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Hmttii 
WUIM ANALYSIS Or EFFECT OF ABSOKFTIOa OF tADIAIT 

IT GAS MUSE SPECIES 

Tba common ••wptlim made in modeling solid propellent Ignition by 
radiant flu l» that tba beam suffers oo attenuation la passing froa the 
source to the aurfica.   Absorption of Incoming energy by |—M species 
hae the dual offoct of adding energy to tbo gas phase while partially 
blocking It froa tbo propellent surface.    Assimrtng that only the evolved 
gases contribute to energy absorption,  that energy reflected froa the sur- 
face la negligible, and  that •anal absorption coefficients apply,  the gas 
phase energy equation la aodlfled by addition of the tan 

^r-^v/W*)] (-D 

la Eq. B~l, I. represents the unattenuated source flax while F is the 
of all * eclea produced by any rhaalral or physical transformation; hence, 
r - 1-T4 - r9. 

Va aay write 

X V *—/ V * */* Par ** (B-2) 

Also, It la jotod that all now species must ultlaataly originate at the 
surface,  so that at tlaa t 

X v **• Xm' * (B"> 

Carrying oat the dlfferentlstlon of expression (1-1)  leads to the addition 
of the tarn 
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**flf9
tM np\j[ V/'" dir| (*-4t 

to If. Si.   Bare 

•(•A-) «,, -*,««l-f   »-<* 

1* the flux at  the surface after attenuation by the entire gas coluan and 
the expression  (B4)  la the energy absorption by  the gas at position x. 
Transformations Into the v and « coordinate systems lead to the additional 
terns 

In the fa* phase representation of Eq.  71 and 
r " . 

•JAW" /lVW>>^V^*] IB-i) * 

in Eq.  79. 

The foregoing la a simplified analysis of an admittedly complex phenom- 
enon.  Expansion of the Ideas to Include other effects such aa variable 8? 

and gaa re-radlation would not be difficult in principle.    The entire matter 
la usually neglected on physical grounds and in addition is omitted in the 
current study to avoid introduction of more complicated numerical analysis 
than appeare warranted by probable gains. 
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